
Media Statement: 

Jeopardizing the Power Generation Plan to Cost a Whopping Rs. 650 Billion of 

Tax Payer's Money 

Corrupt Officials at PUCSL Wreaking Havoc on Electrical Power Industry 

Several corrupt officials in the Public Utilities Commission who have formed an unholy alliance with 

groups and individuals with vested interests are on a mission to devastate the electrical power 

industry in Sri Lanka. Among these surreptitious elements there are foreign funded non-

governmental organizations that are under the guise of environmental protectionists with 

subversive objective of bankrupting the local economy in line with foreign agendas, the local and 

international business cartel with coercive influence and power to dictate terms on national 

planning to achieve their own objectives and corrupt politicians and their close associates with the 

sole intention of amassing wealth through all unsolicited means even at the expense of national 

interests. 

It is appalling to note that these officials in PUCSL are engaged in abusing the authority vested upon, 

to the whims and fancies of these groups and individuals. 

Subversive Attempts to Manipulate Power Generation Plan 

Several PUCSL officials have made allegiance with these subversive mafia in sabotaging power 

generation plans since 2014. PUCSL was surreptitiously instrumental in delaying the 20 year Lease 

Cost Long Term Generation Expansion Plan (LCLTGEP) for the period of 2015 - 2034 by almost two 

years whilst completely disrupting the implementation of least cost 500MW Coal power Plant at 

Sampur with the aid of several NGOs and the power mafia. Instead of making way for this highly 

economical power plant the PUCSL made representations for a few costly liquid fuelled power plants 

and several number of economically non-viable renewable energy generation plants for a period of 4 

year in violation of all governing laws and regulations. 

The Least Cost Generation Mix for 2018-2033 which was prepared and submitted by CEB to the 

commission for approval in 2017 was turned topsy-turvy by these corrupt bureaucrats to appease 

their political and business bedfellows whilst delaying it further without granting approval by 1 1/2 

years. 

Gloomy Days Ahead due to the Impending Power Crisis 

Solely due to the intentional delaying in granting approval of LCLTGEP, the country was left without 

a generation plan for nearly 04 years from 2014-2018. This inevitably resulted in losing a number of 

low cost power plants which would have been in operation, had the approval been granted on due 

time. This blunder would cost the nations dearly by an enormous power crisis in the near future, 

which would also place CEB under immense economical turmoil. The final outcome of these 

calamities would be frequent power cuts running in to long hours that would severely hamper daily 

life and deal a deadly blow on economy at large. 



The Loss Incurred due to Chaotic Manipulations 

It is estimated that the chaotic situation brought about by the PUCSL through their delaying tactics 

and manipulations would cost the country a whopping 536 Billion Rupees. This estimate is arrived at 

by analysis of data available with planning & System Operations branches through careful and 

precise calculations with use of world renowned SDPP (Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programme) 

software. This foregone cost is due to the previously planned power plants including Sampur Power 

Plant not being brought in to operating in due course and as a result of the advent of costly liquid 

fuelled power plants. 

If the planned low cost power plants were put into service , the cost of generated electricity would 

be Rs, 10/= per unit, whereas that generated by a liquid fuelled power plant would amount to at 

least Rs. 25/= per unit by current world market prices for petroleum. Further to above, the cost of 

electricity generated by emergency diesel generators would be as high as Rs. 301= per unit. 

However, in the backdrop of ever increasing market prices of Diesel and Furnace oil, this figure could 

escalate further upto 15%. If the current prices remain stagnant, the total loss would amount to a 

staggering Rs. 650 Billion. This is in contrast to 12 times the total cost of projects similar to Colombo-

Katunayake expressway. 

In accordance with the 2002 Public Utilities Commission Act, it is a prime responsibility of Public 

Utilities Commission to ensure financial stability of organizations that it regulates. Irrespective of this 

the Director General and some officials are adamant on heading towards a disastrous mission of 

wasting public funds which would otherwise have been used for development and social upbringing. 

Such unruly endeavours might also drive CEB towards bankruptcy and eventual privatization. 

The general public would eventually have to shoulder the burden of wasted public funds by means 

of increased utility and commodity prices and tax hikes. 

An Independent Commission Compromising its own Norms, Values and Ethics 

An "Independent Commission" by no means be driven by Ideologies but facts and figures. But the 

immature corrupt bureaucrats in the PUCSL are constantly seen elaborating their own ideologies 

before the public media, in the pretext of educating the public through their unsolicited and falsified 

claims. 

Who are the Political Big-Wigs Behind These Corrupt Officials? 

Attorney General has also affirmed that the Commission had acted in a manner in violation of the 

Electricity Act during the process of granting approval for Least Cost Long Term Generation 

Expansion Plan prepared by CEB. His statement has proven beyond reasonable doubt that the 

Commission had meddled with the generation plan since 2014. 

In this context, HE the president and the PM have assured that these corrupt bureaucrats shall be 

removed forthwith to make a complete stop to the damage caused by them to the electrical power 

industry. Despite the assurance given by the Secretary to The Ministry of the removal of Director 

General of PUCSL it is pathetic to note that the same official is back in the limelight after a lapse of 

about 3 months much to the dismay of our Trade Union of intellectuals and professionals. Without 

even heeding to the instruction of Attorney General the individual in concern is upto his old tricks 



once again. From these turn of events it is empathetic that several powerful politicians in the 

government are publicly engaged in harbouring these notoriously corrupt officials in reciprocal to 

the favours granted by means of fulfilling their business agendas. 

No solutions - CEBEU driven to Trade Union action 

It is the responsibility of the government to ensure officers of high dignity and moral competency 

are appointed to key posts in PUCSL as the electricity sector is directly bonded with the national 

economy and well being of the countrymen. Though HE the President, Prime Minister and several 

other high ranking government officials have pledged in many forums that they would ensure it, the 

scenario remains unchanged. 

Under this situation CEB Engineers' Union (CEBEU) was compelled to launch a trade union action 

against PUCSL. Accordingly CEBEU will not cooperate with PUCSL in any form of activity. 

As the CEBEU has sighted the disastrous mission of PUCSL officials in bringing high cost emergency 

diesel generating plants, CEBEU decided not to cooperate with ongoing government move on 

unsolicited generating plants that have emerged without any plan and lacking transparency. 

If not quick solutions are brought, we may be compelled to intensify the trade union actions in near 

future. 
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